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The moving, remarkable story of the relationship between Freddie Mercury and his longtime partner Jim
Hutton, as explored in the major, Golden Globe winning and Oscar-nominated film Bohemian Rhapsody.

Ever present at the countless Sunday lunch gatherings and opulent parties, Hutton has a wealth of anecdotes
about as well as a deep understanding of Mercurys life. He also nursed Mercury through his terminal illness,
often held him throughout the night in his final weeks, and was with him as he died. No one can tell the story
of the last few years of Mercury's private life - the ecstasies and the agonies - more accurately or honestly

than Jim Hutton.

It is written by a man who clearly loves Freddie Mercury . After this look at Jim Hutton and Freddie Mercury
take a look at 31 amazing photos depicting Freddie Mercurys epic career. Jim Hutton and Freddie Mercury

with Dorothy the cat Munich 1986. This is the most intim More.

Mercury And I

Mercury and Me audiobook written by Jim Hutton Tim Wapshott. 2955 likes 23 talking about this. Buy
Mercury and Me by Jim Hutton Tim Wapshott online at Alibris. Hutton worked as a barber at the Savoy Hotel
and retained his About Mercury and Me. By Jim Hutton Tim Wapshott. Now Jims memoir of his rollercoaster
relationship with the singer Mercury and Me The Updated Edition is being published on Kindle on Sunday
November 24 exactly 22 years to the day that the world lost the enigmatic music talent that was Freddie
Mercury. Whether youre a longtime Queen. It seems right to release the book on Kindle so that it might

perhaps reach a new if modest audience. This was an honest and open book and it remains a poignant tale of

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=Mercury and Me


gay love in the Eighties when the AIDS. The relationship between Freddie Mercury and Jim Hutton evolved
over several months in 1984 and 1985.
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